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1.
A George V period silver twin
handled trophy cup, 10ozt, on black
Bakelite style base, not engraved, some
denting, marks worn, 24cm
£120-180
2.

A pair of Victorian silver
cauldron salts by WSCS, with three pad
foot supports, 5.7ozt, heavily tarnished,
overall good, Sheffield (2)
£80-120

3.
A 1990s pair of silver decanter
labels from JHC, one for Gin, the other
Whiskey, both with griffins, very good
condition, 4cm high plus chain (2)
£60-100
4.

A late 1950s silver cruet set
by Adie Bros, comprising a pair of salts,
peppers and mustards, with four blue
glass liners and spoons, good condition,
peppers 8cm, 8.8ozt some minor denting
and wear typical for age
£100-200

5.
A set of four 1960s silver oval
napkin rings from JR, together with a set
of four silver napkin rings, each with an
engraved S and numbered 1 to 4, good
condition, 8ozt (8)
£80-120
6.

A George V silver salver from
M & J, plain circular form, Birmingham
1933, good condition, 16.2ozt
£150-250

7.
A fine 19th Century chatelaine,
the belt hook with raised floral design,
supporting seven fancy link chains with
an interesting Edward VI hammered silver
coin locket with coin to back and front
and opening to reveal compartment,
a thimble holder, a silver scent bottle,
one chain damaged, a pair of scissors in
scabbard, a small button hook and an
Edward VI hammered silver shilling pin
cushion with coin to front and reverse
£300-500
8.
A George V period silver
hexagonal pocket watch holder, together
with a Cyma watch, AF, two British
military cap badges, miniature playing
cards and small items (parcel)
£50-70
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9.

A modern silver plated
perpetual desk calendar from Cartier,
circular with fluted sides, rotating upper
bezel with years, months and days,
marked Cartier to underside and limited
edition 1408 of 2000, 8.5cm diameter
£150-250

10.

A cased 1960s silver mounted
comb and clothes brush set
£20-30

11.

Three late 19th Century purses,
one silver with mythical fish and bearing
marks, possibly French, with mesh bag,
16cm wide, 7ozt, together with a smaller
example marked 800, 1.4ozt, 6cm wide
and a nice beadwork purse with gilt
expandable mount (3)
£100-200

12.

A late Victorian silver hair tongs
burner by T.W, hinged with folding stand
and burner to interior, gilt wire bent and
now cover loose, 11.5cm long, together
with a small silver photograph frame with
“Zummerset” inscription and watercolour
of heath land, a silver pin dish with
Edward VII penny inset to well and a
silver cigarette case (4)
£100-200

13.

A nice Edwardian silver and
ivory handled stilton scoop by HA,
together with a George III silver fish
slice by John & Henry Lias, and a George
III butter knife marked Newcastle and
possibly Thomas Watson (3)
£100-150

14.

A 1960s silver marrow scoop by
Francis Howard Ltd, Sheffield 1965, in a
box (2)
£50-100

15.

A small group of Victorian
and later silver and silver plated items,
including a small calling card tray, a bon
bon dish, a pierced example, four napkin
rings, a cheese knife, a silver pickle fork
and a set of fish servers
£70-100

16.

A small group of silver and
white metal collectables, including
a cauldron salt, a pair of shell salts, a
sword letter opener by Robert Allison,
a Victorian pencil, six thimbles, a small
knife, a sword brooch and a small
ballerina photograph frame
£70-100

17.

Two modern silver dog whistles,
one in the form of a dogs head, the other
with stags head (2)
£50-70

18.

A set of six Edwardian silver
buttons by J & RG, each with a lady’s
head, Chester 1903 (6)
£50-70

19.

A group of silver plated
items, including a four piece tea set,
chamberstick, pair of bottle coasters,
ladle, egg waiter, serving dish and Service
drink coolers in box
£50-80

20.

Two Edwardian silver plated
trays, a large circular Viners example,
57cm, and a Sheffield plate rectangular
shaped, 46cm (2)
£50-70

21.

A small silver box, circular,
with raise design to lid, 29mm diameter,
containing a lock of hair
£40-60

22.

Two George V silver cheroot
holders, the larger 7cm, engraved From
WAT, the shorter 5.5cm, on chain,
dented, each with an amber cheroot, one
hallmarked 9ct to rim (4)
£60-100

23.

A small group of collectables,
including four silver and mother of pearl
handled pocket fruit knives, two small
whistles, one cracked, a copper pig vesta
case, a silver ARP badge, a Royal Artillery
cap badge, a silver and enamelled spoon,
two snuff boxes and more
£80-120

24.

Two silver collectables, including
a sovereign case and an ammonite shell
shaped small case (2)
£60-100

25.

A collection of silver plate,
including a pair of circular trays, glass
and plated claret jug, an ice bucket,
Viners punch mugs, a candelabra, pair of
candlesticks and more, fruit box full
£80-120
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26.

A group of silver and other
items, including an Art Deco cigarette
box, a possibly Indian silver aide
memoire, a dented mug marked Silver
ORR, a silver pocket tobacco pot
engraved Miniature Rifle Championship
1915 with emblem, a small French silver
cup, silver napkin ring, set of six silver
coffee spoons in case and a gold plated
cigarette case with enamel MG emblem
£100-150

27.

A gold plated Dunhill cigarette
lighter, with textured exterior, 6cm, no
flint, some wear
£50-80

28.

A pair of Victorian cow horn
and silver candle holders by EB, 13cm
and 13.5cm high, one with damaged and
repaired sconce, marked 1882 and 1883
London (2)
£100-200

29.

A collection of silver and silver
plated items, including a quatrefoil
shaped cherub pin dish, a pierced bon
bon dish and lid, AF, three coffee spoons,
a teaspoon, along with a stilton scoop,
crumb scoop, fish servers and more
£80-120

30.

Two boxes of silver and silver
plate, including a silver hand mirror, silver
filled candlestick, AF, pair of Sheffield
plate wine bottle coasters, chamberstick
and much more
£100-200

31.

A Victorian silver plated
mounted horse hoof inkwell, together
with a late Victorian silver horseshoe
shaped ashtray (2)
£60-100

32.

A collection of silver and silver
plate and other items, including a pair
of silver peppers, one dented, a silver
mustard pot, also a pair of WWI period
binoculars and a wooden crucifix
£60-100

33.

An Edwardian silver rectangular
box by THH & Co, 15.5cm, 3.8ozt,
together with a silver vesta case and
retractable pencil
£50-70

34.

A pair of damaged 1980s silver
commemorative goblets, celebrating the
wedding of Charles & Diana, both with
bent bases, one with loose fleur de lys,
11.3ozt (2)
£100-150
35.
A modern canteen of silver
plated kings pattern cutlery by Viners
£60-100

36.

A collection of silver and other
interesting items, including a silver
hand mirror and clothes brush, a cased
Victorian silver plated and ivory serving
set, AF, two ivorine boxes from J. Vaillant
& Gigot with initials and crown to lids,
a bronze figure of a stag, dressing table
glass bottles and more
£100-200

37.

A collection of silver and silver
plate, including a pair of silver salts
with blue glass liners, a set of four silver
napkin rings, various plated cruet items
and serving utensils and more
£80-120

38.

A collection of silver plate and
other items, including an oval tray, four
piece tea set, six silver coffee spoons in
box, a Kitchener money bank, an oak
money bank, some coins, two Women’s
Land Army badges, dessert knives and
forks, grape shears and more
£80-120

39.

A set of 1920s silver travel
or campaign beakers by HEB FEB, the
stacking cups in leather case with initials
WEF, graduating from 10cm to 8.5cm,
14ozt, overall very good condition
£200-300

40.

An early 20th Century Russian
silver set of six tablespoons and six
dessert spoons by Bolin, having leaf
handles and fan shaped finials, with
green enamel M in laurel, marked 875
to under handles, and bearing strike
marks to side of bowl, 28.8ozt (12) some
scratching and denting, most of the
enamel appears in good order
£300-500

41.

A pair of early 20th Century
Russian white metal tongs, 1.48ozt,
bearing Moscow mark and initials rAr
£50-70

42.

A collection of Jugendstil
German silver serving implements and
part dessert set by H. Meyen & Co,
comprising three tablespoons, a pair of
dinner forks, dessert spoon and fork, two
serving forks, cake knife, butter knife,
two cake trowels, and two other serving
items, all bearing initial M, 39ozt, all
marked 800
£300-500

43.

A set of six early 20th Century
Russian silver dessert spoons and forks
by Kordes, fiddle and thread pattern
bearing initial M or W, 26.8ozt, together
with a similar dinner fork (13)
£250-350

44.

An Art Deco period silver quaich
by Adie Bros, 3.2ozt, 17cm wide, with
engraved initials and date to well, some
scratching but overall good
£60-80

45.

A modern silver bottle coaster
by WEV, dent to side, together with a
nice cut glass and silver rimmed water jug
(2)
£60-100

46.

A George V silver mustard,
with blue glass liner and Victorian silver
mustard spoon marked Exeter 1879
£60-80

47.

A William IV silver basting
spoon by William Woodman, Exeter
1836, fiddle pattern with engraved
initials, 3.78ozt, 30cm long, some minor
scratching but overall good
£120-180

48.

A George V silver straining
spoon, 1.4ozt, Old English pattern with
grill inset to bowl
£30-50

49.

A group of silver spoons and
more, including a silver tea strainer
with wooden handle by Adie Bros, three
William IV fiddle pattern teaspoons,
set of six coffee spoons, two pairs of
small tongs, small salt spoon, pair of salt
spoons and pair of teaspoons, 8.2ozt
£100-150
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50.
A pair of Art Deco silver filled
dwarf candle holders and silver plated
items, also a silver handled button hook
and shoe horn, dessert knife and fork
set, two Victorian crumb scoops, a sauce
boat, flatware and also a pair of Crown
Staffordshire porcelain decanter labels
£100-150
51.
A late Victorian three piece
silver plated tea set, together with a pair
of cut glass salts with silver rims, a silver
plated oval tray and tazza, and a cut glass
pot
£40-60
52.
A 1930s 9ct gold presentation
key, in a fitted Payne box, with
inscription, 13.8g, together with a silver
gilt and enamelled Rotary Club Past
President medal in a box
£180-220
53.
A pair of early George V silver
and ivory candlesticks, circular hammer
beaten bases with carved Indian ivory
stems and silver sconces, London 1914
by H.H.P, 10cm, one repaired, both with
cracks to ivory
£60-100
54.
An Edwardian silver hip flask,
the 1/12 PT rectangular vessel bearing
engraved initials, overall good condition
and cap fits well, 10cm, 94.4g
£70-100
55.
Two Art Deco period silver
cigarette cases, together with a small
silver trophy cup, a silver Christening
mug and a small silver box, 14ozt, a silver
filled candlestick, a silver Trenton Record
pocket watch, AF but runs, a lapel flower
holder and a silver watch case front
£180-220
56.

A collection of Georgian to 20th
Century silver and silver plated tea and
coffee spoons, together with a silver
baby feeder slide, a pair of tongs, and a
Christofle silver plated butter knife and a
set of six silver plated dessert spoons
£80-120

57.
A Victorian white metal jug,
similar to a Christening tankard with
raised designs and gilt interior, 4.9ozt,
10.5cm high
£60-100
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58.

A collection of Victorian and
later silver plated items, including three
entrée dishes, a biscuit tin with dinner
and side knives and more, two circular
trays and serving utensils
£70-100

59.

A late Victorian silver bachelors
teapot by J & T, floral design to upper rim
and on four supports, with carved ivory
finial and handle spacers, 12.9ozt, in good
condition
£120-180

60.

A late Victorian silver nurses
buckle from Elkington & Co, together
with a set of six silver plated napkin rings,
a silver oval photograph frame and a set
of three silver plated decanter labels
£70-100

61.

A pair of Edwardian silver and
tortoiseshell hair brushes
£50-100

62.

Two Edwardian silver
ornaments from Berthold Muller, one
modelled as two cherubs forging rings,
Chester 1904 with import mark, together
with an Alsatian dog pulling a cart,
damaged (2)
£60-100

63.

A set of four George V silver
presentation Naval flat hats from
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths, each 9cm
diameter, presented to E.M. Wheeler
Ship Surgeon from 1904 and retired 1919,
London 1922, 7ozt
£80-120

64.

A set of six Victorian silver
kings pattern dessert spoons and nine
teaspoons by JW & JW, Exeter 1866 and
1877, the dessert spoons with family
crest and some teaspoons with initials,
21.5ozt
£250-350

65.

A set of George III silver
dinner forks by NH, Old English pattern
and bearing Flamngo family crest to
underside, London 1813, 10.7ozt, some
prongs shortened
£150-200

66.

A part canteen of Victorian
silver cutlery by George Adams, fiddle
and thread pattern and bearing bird
family crest, London 1867, 49ozt, overall
good condition, some minor wear,
comprising three table spoons, six dessert
spoons and forks and six dinner forks
£600-800

67.

A large George V silver sugar
sifter, 23cm high and 8.3ozt
£80-120

68.

A George V silver vesta and
cigarette case, together with a curved
silver card case, a silver covered cigarette
box, a glass match strike with silver rim,
a Ronson Queen Anne table lighter and a
silver plated cigarette case (7)
£70-100

69.

A small group of silver and
silver plate, including a glass and silver
mounted inkwell with photograph panel,
a Victorian silver butter knife, a silver
mounted cut glass scent bottle, and
several other items
£70-100

70.

Two vintage Conway-Stewart
fountain pens, together with a Sheaffer
fountain pen and pencil set and a black
Parker duo fold fountain pen (5)
£50-80

71.

Nine vintage black fountain
pens, including a Grenville in card box, a
Cudos, a Pitman’s Fono, a Platignum, a
John Whytwarth and others
£80-120

72.

Six vintage fountain pens,
including a Unique Pen, a Platignum, a
Platignum Regal, a Mentmore, together
with three pens and a pencil (10)
£80-120

73.

A Victorian travel writing set,
brown faux leather folding out to reveal
fitted compartments and interior, some
damages, together with two travelling ink
wells and a pewter inkwell (4)
£50-100

74.

Two vintage fountain pens, a
Parker Slimfold and a Swan example, with
three Parker boxes
£30-50

75.

A silver pencil holder by Samson
Morden, AF, together with a carved bone
stanhope pencil, AF, a silver whistle, a
silver scent bottle, a metal container and
a silver retractable pencil, AF
£60-100

76.

A group of fountain and other
pens, including a Parker 61, Duofold
and Maxima Duofold, an Osmiroid 65,
a mottled brown Conklin, a Watermans
Ideal fountain pen and others
£80-120
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77.
A late Victorian inkstand, the
square oak base, 28cm, having a cut glass
central inkwell
£50-80
78.

A George III Bank Token Three
Shilling coin, dated 1813, VF/EF, some
rim dents
£80-120

79.

A set of six Victorian Jubilee
Head coins, all dated 1887, ranging from
crown, double florin, half crown, florin,
shilling and six pence, all EF, almost Unc
(6)
£150-250

80.

An interesting schoolboy
collection of ancient and antique
coins, along with other various coins,
comprising three cardboard sheets
housing Roman, ancient and antique
coins including a William & Mary six
pence, other six pences, and more, along
with loose coinage (parcel) well worth
viewing
£100-200

81.

A small schoolboy collection of
coins, including a George III 1808 third
guinea, with drill hole, 2.7g, along with
some other George III and later coinage,
in black coin folder
£60-100

82.

A modern Royal Mint gold £1
proof coin, in box with certificate for the
2009 UK Shield of the Royal Arms, no.
0357, 19.6g
£400-600

83.

A Charles I hammered gold
Half Unite or Double Crown, worn to F,
misshapen, some areas still prominent,
possibly Cross Calvary mintmark, 4.4g,
27mm diameter
£400-600

84.

An Henry VIII hammered gold
Angel coin, first coinage, ref. Spink 2265,
F-VF, Portcullis Crowned mintmark, 5g,
29mm diameter
£500-800

85.

A James I hammered gold
Laurel coin, with Plain Cross mintmark,
F-VF, similar to ref. Spink 2637, 9g, 34mm
diameter
£800-1200

86.

An Henry V hammered gold
Quarter Noble coin, ref. Spink 1758, F,
rim clipped and misshapen, 1.1g and
18mm diameter
£200-300

87.

An Edward IV hammered gold
Angel coin, ref. Spink 2091, F-VF, Pansy
mintmark, rim clipped, 4.9g and 27mm
diameter
£800-1200

88.

An Henry VIII hammered gold
Angel coin, similar to ref. Spink 2183,
F-VF, notable damage to rim, 5g and
28mm diameter
£500-800

89.

A William & Mary gold guinea,
dated 1698, F
£300-500

98.

A modern Royal Mint gold one
pound coin, dated 2003, marked Pattern
with bridge, proof like, unc, 19.5g, approx
£500-800

99.

A modern Royal Mint gold ten
pence coin, dated 2008, proof like, unc,
12.6g approx
£350-500

100.

A modern Royal Mint gold two
pence coin, dated 2008, proof like, unc,
14g approx
£400-600

101.

A modern Royal Mint gold
twenty pence coin, dated 2008, proof
like, unc, 9.8g approx
£300-500

102.

90.

A Queen Anne gold guinea,
dated 1710, F-VF
£300-500

A modern Royal Mint gold 1
pence coin, dated 2008, from the Royal
Shield of Arms series, proof like, unc, 8g
approx
£250-350

91.

103.

A George II gold guinea, dated
1731, F-VF
£300-500

92.

A George III gold third guinea,
dated 1804, F-VF
£100-150

93.

A set of three modern Royal
Mint gold proof coins, dated 2015, from
the UK Royal Shield of Arms set, including
two 2 pences and a 5 pence, approx 34g
(3)
£700-1000

94.

A modern Royal Mint gold 50
pence coin, proof like, unc, celebrating
Public Libraries, approx 15.5g
£400-600

95.

A modern Royal Mint 1 oz fine
gold coin, dated 2015, proof like, unc,
31g approx
£700-1000

96.

A modern Royal Mint 1 oz fine
gold coin, dated 2016, proof like, unc,
31g approx
£700-1000

97.

A modern Royal Mint 1/2 oz
fine gold coin, dated 2019, proof like,
unc, 16g approx
£350-500

A modern Royal mint gold five
pence coin, dated 2008, proof like, unc,
6.3g approx
£180-250

104.

A Victorian full gold sovereign
coin, dated 1884, VF
£250-350

105.

A Victorian full gold sovereign
coin, dated 1894, VF
£250-350

106.

An Edward VII gold half
sovereign coin, dated 1903, notable rim
dent, VF
£120-180

107.

A small collection of coins,
including a silver 1981 Charles & Diana
commemorative medallion, and Georgian
and later copper
£40-60

108.

Five modern silver medallions
and coins, including a Swedish 200 KR
in box, a Trafalgar £5, a Barbados Queen
Mother one dollar, and two Lady of
the Century proof $5 from Fiji and New
Zealand, plus a small collection of other
coins
£60-100
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109. A collection of coins and
stamps, 20th Century British, together
with a bag of used stamps
£30-50
110. A modern Royal Mint United
Kingdom Gold Proof Four Coin Sovereign
Collection set, dated for 2004, with
certificate no. 0348, comprising Five
Pound, Double Sovereign, Full Sovereign
and Half Sovereign, in fitted box
£1800-2500
111. A modern Royal Mint UK
Gold Proof 50p coin, celebrating the
250th Anniversary of Samual Johnson’s
Dictionary, the 15.5g coin dated 2005 in
fitted box with certificate no. 0438
£450-550
112. A Royal Mint Queen Elizabeth II
Royal Portrait Collection of gold four full
sovereigns and three half sovereigns, in
fitted box with certificate no. 012, with a
1958, 1982, 1987 and 2003 full sovereign,
and 1980, 1988 and 2003 half sovereign,
all Unc
£1200-1800
113. A modern Royal Mint UK
Brilliant Uncirculated Five Pounds Gold
coin, dated 2001, in fitted box with
certificate no. 0930, 40g
£800-1200
114.

A modern Royal Mint UK £2
Gold Proof Coin, dated 2005, celebrating
the 400th Anniversary of the Gunpowder
Plot, in fitted box with certificate no.
0748, 16g
£400-600

115. A modern Royal Mint UK Gold
Proof £1 coin, dated 2005, in fitted box
with certificate no. 0527, 19.6g
£500-600

118.

A Royal Mint Queen Elizabeth II
The Gillick Portrait Collection coin set, in
a fitted red case with certificate no. 0430,
comprising a full sovereign dated 1969,
EF, a half sovereign, dated 1957, EF, two
crowns and a 1967 proof set with nine
coins
£400-600

127.

119.

128.

A Royal Mint five full gold
sovereign George V Gold Mint Mark Set,
in fitted wooden box, with certificate no.
416, comprising 1915, a 1911 with C mint
mark for Ottawa, 1918 with I mint mark
for Bombay, and 1928 and 1930 with SA
mint mark for Pretoria, all EF
£1200-1800

120.

A Royal Mint Queen Elizabeth
II 40th Anniversary Coronation Crown
Collection set, in fitted box with
certificate, comprising 18 proof like silver
coins from the commonwealth countries
£300-500

121.

A Royal Mint George V ten coin
Specimen Coins set, in fitted red case,
comprising full and half sovereign, then
half crown down to 1p, Unc, case a bit
scuffed in places
£1000-1500

122.

A Victorian gold five pound
coin, dated 1887, EF, some light scratches
and denting, 39.9g
£1500-2500

123.

A Victorian four coin Maundy
money coin set, 4p to 1p, EF, dated 1901
£80-120

124.

116. A George V full gold sovereign,
dated 1918, with I mint mark for Bombay,
VF
£250-350

A collection of coins and
medallions and other items, including
four George V silver jubilee medals and
two George coronation medals, in boxes,
a small group of enamelled Red Cross
badges, two gilt religious themed medals,
a collection of loose coinage and a £5
commemorative coin
£50-80

117.

125.

A small collection of coins
and bank notes and other medallions,
including a silver gilt gymnastics medal,
a silver boxing medal, two modern £5
coins, tourist bank notes and more
£40-60
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A Royal Mint UK Britannia Silver
Proof coin set, dated 1997, the four coins
in fitted case with certificate
£80-120

126.

A Royal Mint The United
Nations 50th Anniversary Gold 50
Roubles coin, the 7.78 fine gold coin in
capsule with certificate and presented in
a box to house the further six coins from
the set
£250-350

A collection of modern
uncirculated coins and coin sets, most
duplicated, including Queen Elizabeth II
70th Birthday crowns, two 1999 Rugby
World Cup £2 coins, two USA UK United
coin sets, two From Old Pennies sets, two
1996 Football £2 coins, and ten others
£50-80
Two Royal Mint UK Executive
Proof Collection coin sets, one from
2004, the other 2005, both with
certificates and in wooden boxes
£60-100

129.

A Royal Mint Gold Bullion Five
Pound gold coin, dated 2000, in card
mount and unsealed, 22ct gold and
39.94g
£1000-1500

130.

A Royal Mint UK Gold Proof Two
Pounds coin, celebrating the of WWII
1945-2005 60th Anniversary, in fitted
green box with certificate, 22ct gold,
15.97g
£500-700

131.

A Royal Mint UK Gold Proof
One Pound Coin, dated 2004, in box with
certificate, 22ct gold, 19.6g
£550-750

132.

A Royal Mint UK Brilliant
Uncirculated Gold Five Pound coin, dated
2005, in box with certificate, 22ct gold,
39.94g
£1000-1500

133.

A Pobjoy Mint Isle of Man 1974
Legal Tender Gold Proof four coin set,
comprising five pounds, two pounds, full
sovereign and half sovereign, in box with
certificate, 22ct, approx 68g
£2000-3000

134.

A pair of Royal Mint limited
edition Britannia Silver Dishes, the
Armada style dishes each having a
George III cartwheel penny inset the wells
within a ship motif mount, one with bust
of George III facing up, the other with
Britannia facing up, each approx 6.5ozt
and 14cm in diameter, in fitted boxes with
certificates no. 17/200
£250-350

135.

A George V full gold sovereign,
dated 1915, EF
£250-350
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136.

A George V half gold sovereign,
dated 1913, EF
£120-180

137.

A small collection of coins,
including a worn George III and Victorian
crown, several modern crowns and other
coins and two coin bracelets
£40-60

138.

A late 19th Century mantle
clock, drum 30 hour movement in
wooden surround having vase and flower
finial, supported on six columns and D
shaped base, with key and pendulum
Condition is quite mixed and typical
problems through age
£40-60

139.

An early 20th Century 18ct
gold half hunter lady’s pocket watch,
30mm engraved case, AF, 25.3g Please
see additional images. The dust cover is
not gold and has inscription. It appears to
wind and run
£120-180

140.

A George III period pair case
pocket watch movement by Leverne
of London, fusee movement appears
to run, 39mm wide, in a later case and
outer case, could be silver, with key See
additional images
£50-100

141.

A late 19th Century French
gold open faced pocket watch, 42mm,
appears to run, base metal dust cover,
57.4g, some denting to case
£150-250

142.

A Victorian silver full hunter
pocket watch by W.H. Egbert, 48mm,
London 1879, appears to run, dial
cracked, glass loose, initials to case
£80-120

143.

A late 19th Century Continental
14ct gold open faced pocket watch,
44mm, appears to run, base metal dust
cover, 54.3g, some denting to case and
solder to repair
£120-180

144.

A late 19th Century German
silver open faced pocket watch from DF
& Co, 47mm, appears to run, dial cracked,
case dented
£50-100

145.

Two late 19th Century
Continental 14ct gold open faced ladies
pocket watches, the top wind example
in 33mm case, appears to run, 28.5g, the
key wound watch in 35mm case, appears
to run, 27.3g, both base metal dust
covers (2)
£150-250

146.

A large late 19th Century
American silver full hunter pocket watch
from Waltham, 60mm, appears to run,
dial cracked, marked to movement Wm.
Ellery, typical wear and some scratching
and denting
£100-200

147.

A late 19th Century American
lady’s full hunter pocket watch from
Waltham, 34mm, case dented, runs but is
not winding
£50-100

154.

A late Victorian 9ct gold double
Albert watch chain, twist oval links,
hallmarked, with T bar and supporting a
15ct gold square locket pendant, 37cm
long and 71g
£800-1000

155.

A late 19th Century 18ct gold
continental lady’s open face pocket
watch, 32mm, 31.7g, some minor dents
and scratches to case, pretty dial, not
running, base metal dust cover
£120-180

156.

A late 19th Century 14ct gold
continental full hunter pocket watch,
50mm, 101g, appears to run well,
engraved initials to front and fox head
to reverse, base metal dust cover, some
scratching but overall in good condition
£400-600

157.

A Victorian silver open faced
pocket watch by Novus of Coventry,
London 1878, appears to run, typical
wear and scratching and denting
£60-100

Three vintage pocket watches,
AF, including a Services Army, a silver and
a gold plated full hunter, together with a
9ct gold cased lady’s watch, AF, a Rino, a
Cimier and a Sports Recorder watch
£100-200

149.

A late Victorian 18ct gold open
faced pocket watch from Thompson &
Vine, 49mm, appears to run well, in good
condition, 108g, hallmarked c1881 to
outer and dust covers
£600-1000

158.

150.

159.

148.

A Victorian silver open
faced pocket watch from JG Graves
of Sheffield, 51mm, appears to run,
damaged dial, together with a continental
silver smaller example, lacks hands, AF (2)
£60-100

151.

A mid Victorian period
continental gold open face pocket watch,
38mm, appears to run well, 37.7g, in box
with two keys
£150-250

152.

Four Victorian period and later
continental silver open face pocket
watches, one marked W.E. Watts of
Nottingham (4)
£100-150

153.

A WWII period Leonidas
military issue chromed pocket watch,
black dial, not running, broad arrow and
GSTP T 1766 to reverse, movement not
inspected as cover is tight
£40-60

A George V 9ct gold open face
pocket watch, 53mm case, hallmarked to
dust and rear cover, 95.7g, appears to run
well, some scratching but overall in good
condition
£300-500
A WWII period Omega military
issue chromed nickel open face pocket
watch, 53mm, serial number: 10036946,
appears to run well, white enamel dial,
cracked, with subsidiary dial and green
painted cathedral hands, overall good
condition, some minor denting and
scratching, broad arrow and GTSP Y14969
£100-150

160.

A 19th Century continental
silver open face lady’s pocket watch,
painted dial marked Specially Made for
Robert Reid, together with two silver
watch chains
£50-70

161.

A late Victorian 18ct gold full
hunter pocket watch, 54mm, appears
to run, movement and dial marked John
Hewitt & Son, some minor denting and
scratching, no engraving, hallmarked
London 1896 to front, rear and dust
covers, 166g, overall good condition
£800-1200
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162. A 19th Century continental
silver open face lady’s pocket watch, on
a nice silver watch chain and with a boxed
set of six silver teaspoons
£50-80
163. A Victorian 18ct gold open
faced pocket watch, 46mm, overall in
good condition but wear and scratching,
hallmarked to rear and dust covers, 72g,
repair to loop, appears to run but needs a
service
£500-800
164. A 1950s Breitling chromed
gentleman’s wristwatch, 32mm, silvered
dial with rose gold coloured batons
and hands, manual wind, appears to
run, stainless steel back, ref. 2906 29
and serial 627800, on later tan leather
strap, with an Elgin box (2) unable to
remove back, case scratched and parts of
chroming missing, Breitling crown worn,
plastic glass with stress fractures, hands
pitted, dial good condition, movement
not inspected
£200-300
165. A 1970s Omega Automatic
Constellation stainless steel gentleman’s
wristwatch, 34mm, silvered dial with
batons and date aperture, appears to run,
rear marked 168 015, on later stainless
steel strap, with spare link, having original
guarantee stating serial number to be
25221271, and red Omega Constellation
box and outer card box overall in good
condition, movement not inspected,
typical wear from use
£500-800
166.

A late 1950s Rolex Oyster
Perpetual Explorer stainless steel
gentleman’s wristwatch, 34mm case,
black dial with numbers 3 6 9 and batons,
appears to run, ref. 5500, serial no.
300366, on later black leather strap
£2500-3500

167. A c1980s Must de Cartier silver
gilt quartz lady’s wristwatch, 19mm
circular case, brown dial with roman
numerals, on brown leather strap We
have not tested as we do not have a
replacement battery.
£60-100
168. A Movado Zenith quartz 18ct
gold cased dress watch, 31mm, black
dial, on black leather strap not tested
£200-300
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169.

A group of eleven vintage and
modern wristwatches, including a small
trench style with mother of pearl case,
two from JW Benson, one running the
other AF, a Kienzle automatic, running,
and other fashion watches (11)
£60-100

170.

A c1990s Rolex Cellini 18ct
gold gentleman’s wristwatch, 31mm
circular case on integrated strap, ref. 651
and 3941, appears to run, serial no. on
rear cover 2578768, 67g, overall good
condition, bracelet showing stress near
case, dent on rear cover
£2000-3000

171.

Two ladies wristwatches,
including a silver gilt Must de Cartier
example and a gold plated Jubilee (2)
£50-100

172.

A c1960s Longines 14ct gold
cased lady’s cocktail dress wristwatch,
14mm wide oval case set with eight
cut diamonds, appears to run, on black
cotton strap
£80-120

173.

A modern Aqua Marin stainless
steel lady’s wristwatch, 39mm case
having blue dial and three subsidiaries
set with clear stones, also the bezel set
with two rows of clear stones, marked
Diamond to rear cover, appears to run, on
blue leather strap
£80-120

174.

Three c1970s Seiko 5 automatic
stainless steel gentlemens wristwatches,
one with black dial, another with grey
and one silvered dial (3)
£80-120

175.

A c1970s Seiko 5 automatic
stainless steel gentleman’s wristwatch,
on later strap, together with two manual
wind Seiko stainless steel watches, all
appear to run, all worn (3)
£80-120

176.

A modern Raymond Weil
stainless steel gentleman’s wristwatch,
45mm case, blue dial with batons,
date aperture, appears to run, quartz
movement uninspected, on stainless steel
RW bracelet, some wear
£100-200

178.

A lady’s Rolex Datejust diamond
dot dial, 20mm, gold coloured with
Rolex raised design, eleven diamonds to
numerals and date window, No. 7 0137
£60-100

179.

A Rolex Day Date diamond dot
dial, 29mm, in black with ten diamonds
having day and date windows, scratched
to writing on the front
£80-120

180.

A lady’s Rolex Datejust diamond
dot dial, 20mm, in blue, with ten
diamonds to numerals and date window
£60-100

181.

A Rolex Datejust diamond dot
dial, 29mm, in satin silver with eleven
diamonds to numerals and date window,
post to rear bent and some scratching to
dial, notably at 6 o’clock
£60-100

182.

A Rolex Day Date diamond dot
dial, 29mm, in black with ten diamonds
having day and date windows, No. 121
2176
£80-120

183.

A vintage International Watch
Co automatic stainless steel gentleman’s
wristwatch, 35mm squared case, silvered
dial with batons and date aperture,
appears to run, on black leather strap,
case dented and with scratches, perspex
glass with stress fractures, movement not
inspected
£300-500

184.

A group of watches, including
a Seiko automatic in 36mm gilt case,
appears to run, in later Seiko box, an
unused Precision in box, a Rotary in box
and others
£80-120

185.

A 1990s Bvlgari Jeddah Limited
Edition automatic wristwatch, 32mm
black circular case, black dial with gilt
batons, marked Bulgari Jeddah 223/300,
appears to run, glass panel to reverse
showing gilt mechanism, appears
unworn, on red leather strap marked
Bvlgari and in box with leaflet, box a bit
scuffed
£600-800

177.

A Rolex Datejust diamond dot
dial, 29mm, in blue, eleven diamonds to
numerals and date window
£80-120
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186.

A 1940s Omega automatic 9ct
gold cased gentleman’s wristwatch,
31mm, silvered dial with batons and
subsidiary, dial pitted, appears to run,
clean movement, 10813493, on later
leather strap with 18ct folding clasp, in a
vintage retailers box (2)
£600-800

187.

A 1960s Omega 18ct gold cased
lady’s wristwatch, 14mm square case,
manual wind, appears to run, 19149008,
in original green clam style Omega
box with an Omega tag with one digit
difference!
£80-120

188.

A collection of eight
wristwatches, including a modern
Bucherer quartz stainless steel, a 9ct gold
cased Accurist, two other Accurists, a
Timex and others, plus some boxes
£100-150

189.

A 1960s Omega Seamaster
Automatic stainless steel gentleman’s
wristwatch, 34mm, silvered dial with
date aperture, stained and pitted, running
well, 562 cal, serial number: 23847162,
on black leather strap with stainless steel
Omega buckle
£300-500

190.

Two 9ct gold cased ladies
wristwatches, one from Accurist on a 9ct
gold bracelet, the other earlier trench
style on a broken expanding marked 9ct,
29.4g, both appear to run (2)
£200-300

191.

A collection of ten watches,
including an Avia automatic and a Paul
Jobin manual wind, both appear to run
well, two Seiko quartz examples and six
ladies watches (10)
£70-100

192.

Two c1970s 9ct gold ladies
wristwatches, one by Oriosa, the other
from JW Benson, both on 9ct gold straps,
15.5g and 11.5g (2)
£200-300

193.

A group of eight watches,
including two gold cased ladies, a lady’s
Eterna, and others, also a Rolex Bucherer
coffee spoon
£80-120

194.

Ten ladies wristwatches,
including a Smiths Deluxe 9ct gold cased
example, other Rotary watches, also a
Rotary box and spare strap
£60-80
195. A modern Seiko Alarm
Chronograph 100m gentleman’s
wristwatch, 39mm, ref. SNAA30, black
ceramic coated case and strap with gold
plated bezel and links, date window and
three subsidiaries dials, overall very good
condition
£50-100

196.

A 1960s Rotary 9ct gold cased
gentleman’s wristwatch, 32mm, gilt dial,
17 jewel movement, appears to run,
dial pitted but overall good, on a brown
leather strap
£100-150

197.

A c1960s Systema automatic
gentleman’s wristwatch, 33mm gold
plated case with stainless steel back
cover, black dial with batons and date
window, appears to run well, plastic glass
scratched and some wear to the case, on
later tan leather strap
£50-100

198.

A late 1940s Cimrex 9ct gold
cased gentleman’s wristwatch, 30mm,
silvered dial with subsidiary, 15 jewel
manual wind movement appears to run,
overall very good, on brown leather strap
and with retail tag and a watch box
£80-120

199.

A c1980s Rolex Cellini 18ct gold
cased lady’s wristwatch, oval shaped
case 26mm wide, gilt dial, worn lettering,
19 jewel manual wind movement,
appears to run, case marked 750, case
scratched, 21.5g total, on later brown
leather strap with gold plated Rolex
buckle
£400-600

200.

A 1960s Smiths Military issue
manual wind gentleman’s wristwatch,
35mm, black dial with Arabic numerals,
luminous hands worn, seconds hand
white, appears to run well, no. 77 and
60466E, no strap, typical scratching and
denting from wear, rear cover engraved
WIO / 6645-99-96/-4045 and 1429/67
with broad arrow
£200-300

201.

Twelve vintage and modern
watches, also silver watch case and
a silver pocket watch case, including
a Mondaine automatic, a Newmark
WaterKing and a Rotary, appear to run,
and others
£100-200

202.

A contemporary 9ct gold
diamond hinged bangle, the colourless
and coloured diamonds of brilliant cut
interspersed with round eight cuts in
white gold and anodised black gold claw
settings on a hollow mount, bearing
hallmarks to inner, 5.5cm x 6.5cm, 17.9g
£200-300

203.

A contemporary 9ct gold blue
apatite line bracelet, the oval mixed cut
claw set blue gem stones with snap clasp,
19cm, 10.9g
£100-150

204.

Two contemporary gem set gold
rings, including a 9ct gold three stone
tanzanite dress ring, the oval mixed cuts
in claw setting, ring size S together with
an emerald dress ring, the five bands of
circular mixed cuts in claw settings on a
9ct gold shank, ring size R, total weight
7.6g
£100-150

205.

Two contemporary gem set
gold rings, comprising a tanzanite
and diamond dress ring, the circular
mixed cut tanzanite in claw setting with
diamond set shoulders, in white 9ct gold
on a yellow metal shank, ring size R 1/2
together with a 9ct gold emerald cluster
ring, the seven oval mixed cuts in claw
settings, ring size N, total weight 5.9g
£100-150

206.

Four contemporary gem set
silver dress rings, comprising a ‘green
amethyst’ with topaz, ring size N, a five
stone emerald ring, ring size N, a green
copper turquoise dress ring, ring size
R and a peridot/chrome diopside and
diamond Art Deco style dress ring, ring
size K
£100-150

207.

Three contemporary gold and
silver gem set rings, including an emerald
9ct gold example, 1.8g, ring size N 1/2, a
silver ‘green amethyst’ and topaz dress
ring, ring size Q 1/2 and a silver tanzanite
and white topaz dress ring, ring size J
£100-150
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208. Two contemporary gem set
rings, including a silver gilt emerald and
white topaz triple cluster, ring size N and
a five stone 9ct gold tanzanite ring, ring
size N 1/2, 1.5g
£50-100
209. A collection of contemporary
gem set silver jewellery, including
earrings, necklaces, pearl necklaces,
mostly boxed
£150-200
210. A 9ct gold gem set dress ring,
the oval mixed cut central scapolite
surrounded by a bezel of diamonds with
diamond set shoulders, on a 9ct gold
mount, 2.7g, ring size N
£100-150
211. Two pairs of silver cufflinks
both linked with chains, one with horse
head enamel, a 9ct gold engagement ring
and wedding band charm, 1.8g, and a
quantity of other buttons, cufflinks etc
£60-100
212. A 19th Century pinchbeck
rotating shell cameo pendant converted
from a brooch, decorated with the three
graces, in double oval frame, 6cm x 5cm
£60-100
213. A topaz and amethyst 9ct gold
dress ring, the oval setting with navette
shaped marquise mixed cut amethyst
with a bezel of blue topaz alternately set
with small circular cut amethysts, all in
yellow gold, ring size R, 7.5g
£150-200
214. A collection of 9ct gold gem set
rings, including an amethyst and diamond
Art Deco example, ring size N, a synthetic
ruby yellow metal dress ring, ring size S,
a gentleman’s garnet signet ring, ring size
Q, a plain initialled 9ct gold signet ring,
ring size L, and five other gold rings, all
gem set, total weight 24g (9)
£300-500
215. A continental yellow metal hand
friendship ring, 2.6g, ring size O, marked
585, a contemporary three leaf clover
silver ring, ring size I and a gentleman’s
continental knot ring, ring size V marked
925 (3)
£50-80
216. An 18ct gold court ribbed
wedding band, by Eurowed, with double
band to exterior, dated London 1971,
6.2g, ring size J
£150-200
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217.

An American college ring,
the yellow metal with cast decoration
of an eagle upon a plinth with signs of
enamelling with monogrammed shields
dated 1941 to either side, interior with
impressed marks for Spigs and initialled
AGM, ring size P, 4.7g
£70-100

218.

A 9ct gold Victorian style opal,
topaz and garnet dress ring, the central
white precious opal in scroll setting
flanked by a pair of white topaz to either
side and garnets to shoulders, all in white
gold, Birmingham 1999, 3.8g, ring size O
£70-100

219.

A diamond suite of jewels,
including a pendant and pair of earrings,
of double loop design, set with black and
white diamonds in white 9ct gold, total
weight 4.7g
£100-200

220.

A pair of rose quartz and silver
mounted ear drops, with loops, 5.5cm,
and a pair of Bristol blue glass examples,
3.8cm
£40-60

221.

A coral and white metal
continental rosary, with crucifix pendant,
23cm total together with a costume
jewellery silver spider brooch and a
copper and enamel bird brooch (3)
£40-60

222.

An 18ct gold knot and diamond
pendant, dated 1974, by Gipollo, 2.6cm
drop, 2.4g and a sapphire and cubic
zirconia pendant, 2.5cm, 2.5g
£60-80

227.

An 18ct gold crucifix pendant,
on a 9ct gold double oval linked chain,
27cm together, total weight, 9.8g
£120-180

228.

A marcasite silver cocktail
watch, a gilt metal chain, silver cross
pendant and chain, simulated pearls,
dress watch and other items
£40-60

229.

A continental silver and enamel
floral circular brooch, 3cm diameter
together with a silver and mother of pearl
folding fruit penknife and a micro mosaic
brooch in the form of a mandolin, 5cm
£50-80

230.

A 19th Century diamond and
enamel target brooch, the rose cut
diamonds in silver setting against a
guilloche green enamel background,
centred with stylised flower, a double
band of diamonds interspersed with a
wavy ribbon set with rough cut stones,
some settings vacant, 2.5cm diameter,
total weight 10.3g (possibly converted
from a button) together with a 15ct gold
pin
£200-300

231.

A pair of lapis lazuli and gold
cufflinks, marked 9ct, the square ends
with snap backs, in Charles Greig fitted
box, 12.3g together with a pair of Baltic
amber and yellow metal cufflinks
£120-180

232.

A small quantity of earrings,
including a pair of 9ct gold twisted hoops,
a Victorian gilt metal and hardstone
single earring and various others
£50-100

A small collection of 19th
Century and later costume jewellery,
including an agate and pinchbeck oval
brooch, 19th Century button, mother of
pearl cross pendant, base metal crucifix,
reliquary pendant, a Vauxhall glass base
metal costume bracelet, silver African
charm bracelet, Mallorcan pearls and
other items
£80-120

224.

233.

223.

A 9ct gold bamboo effect hinged
bangle, with box clasp and safety chain,
6cm x 5.5cm, 15g, boxed
£200-300

225.

A small quantity of paste jewels,
including a bar brooch, a marcasite
buckle ring, a pair of drop clip on earrings
and pendant necklace
£40-60

226.

A 9ct gold coin mount and
chain, and various other 9ct gold, 32g
£450-550

A 9ct gold cameo ring, ring size
O, a pair of matched earrings, a garnet
and diamond dress ring, ring size M, a
ruby and diamond pendant and a pair of
9ct gold drop earrings, total weight 8.6g
£80-100

234.

A collection of costume
jewellery, including necklaces, gilt metal
bracelets, brooches, compacts and other
items
£60-80
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235.

243.

236. A collection of 9ct gold,
including a gentlemans signet ring, ring
size U, a gold christening bangle, various
chains and a single earring, total weight
10.6g
£100-200

244.

A silver Scottish hardstone
Claymore kilt pin, set with tiger’s eye,
bloodstone, agate and amber, 10cm,
Edinburgh 1970, together with various
silver rings, bangles, pendants etc
£50-100

237.

An Egyptian white metal and
enamel charm, modelled as a lidded
basket, front piece decorated with sphinx
opening to reveal a loose figure of the
baby Moses, 2cm x 1.5cm
£50-80

238.

A gold synthetic sapphire and
seed pearl bar brooch, the central blue
claw set sapphire in a cruciform setting
with half cut seed pearls flanked by rock
crystal mixed oval cuts terminating in
smaller seed pearls on a gold mount,
4.2cm x 2cm, 6.3g
£100-150
A continental Art Nouveau
green bakelite and marbled glass
pendant, of triangular shape, with
elongated pendants and drops, 8cm long
£50-80

245.

A 9ct gold and seed pearl bug
bar brooch, together with a seed pearl
gold swallow mounted safety pin and a
paste set gold ring, 8.8g
£100-150

A 9ct gold oval linked chain,
25cm, 9g together with a paste set
necklace and a broken yellow metal chain
(3)
£100-150

246.

239.

247.

A sapphire and diamond Art
Deco ring, the cruciform platinum setting
centred with oval sapphire and four pairs
of old cut diamonds, on 18ct yellow
gold shank, ring size N, sapphire 0.29ct,
diamonds 0.35ct, total weight 2.1g
£200-300

240.

A 9ct gold garnet fringe
necklace, the oval cut garnets supporting
three tear cut pendants in claw settings,
on a fancy oval linked necklace, 43cm
long, 11.3g
£200-300

241.

A small quantity of costume
jewellery, including a base metal oval
locket with anchor, a white metal
and turquoise tortoise, various paste
necklaces etc
£60-80

242.

A small collection of 19th
Century and later brooches, including
a porcelain and gold oval example,
including a painted panel of two young
females, a base metal and enamel floral
decorated artist’s palette brooch, micro
mosaic, enamel coin and two butterfly
brooches (6)
£60-80

A white metal and moonstone
fringe necklace, the cabochon
moonstones on a fine linked chain with S
shaped clasp, some settings vacant, 35cm
£60-80
A small quantity of costume
jewellery, including silver watch chain,
gilt metal locket with horseshoe, buttons
and other items
£40-60

248.

A pair of yellow metal diamond
and opal drop earrings, tear shaped
opals with diamond chip, 2cm drop
together with three other pairs of yellow
metal earrings
£50-100

249.

A yellow metal antique
emerald, ruby and seed pearl posy ring,
with pierced shoulders, engraved shank,
ring size N, 2.1g
£150-250

250.

An 18ct gold opal and diamond
five stone dress ring, the three cabochon
white precious opals alternately set with
two old cut diamonds, marked 18ct to
inner shank, diamonds 0.22ct, ring size
M, 3g
£100-150

251.

A 22ct gold shaped and pierced
wedding band, L 1/2, 3.6g
£120-180

252.

Three gem set rings, including
an 18ct gold crossover with paste stones,
ring size N, 2.6g, a green paste Art Deco
9ct gold ring, ring size L and a cultured
pearl example, ring size M, total weight
9ct 5.5g
£100-150

253.

Four gold rings, including an
18ct gold diamond three stone ring,
one setting vacant, ring size L, diamonds
0.24ct, 2.7g, a paste set eternity ring, ring
size M, 2.7g, two 9ct gold wedding bands,
ring size O and K, 5.4g (4)
£100-150

254.

An 18ct gold aquamarine stick
pin, the oval mixed cut in collet setting,
1.6g together with a 9ct gold example
with fleur de lys terminal, 1.6g
£60-80

255.

A quantity of silver Victorian
and later brooches, including a pair of
aesthetic earrings, a gold and silver bar
brooch, baby brooch, name brooch for
Tessie, and others
£60-80

256.

A small quantity of 9ct gold,
including a turquoise and paste yellow
metal dress ring, a masonic ring, gold
padlock and tassel, 12g
£150-200

257.

A 9ct gold curb link and padlock
clasp bracelet, and another similar
without clasp, 22g
£250-350

258.

An Edwardian gold double
sided circular open locket, with egg and
dart decoration, together with three
Art Nouveau and Edwardian items of
jewellery including a paste set crossover
bar brooch, a paste set pendant, and a
peridot and seed pearl bar brooch, 10g
£120-180

259.

An Edwardian gold and seed
pearl turquoise set bar brooch, another
Victorian example with pierced swallow
decoration and three other bar brooches,
13g
£150-200
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260. A 19th Century gold, diamond,
seed pearl and enamel, navette shaped
brooch, the guilloche enamel with silver
diamond set centre, surrounded by a
band of white enamel and half cut seed
pearls in a yellow metal mount, lacking
pin, centre has come apart, 4.2cm x
1.5cm, gold weight 5.1g
£120-180
261. A pair of 15ct gold oval
cufflinks, with chain links, one af, scroll
decoration, in leather case, 9.2g, together
with a cased gold and diamond safety pin,
2.2g
£150-200
262. A small quantity of costume
jewellery, including a collection of George
V enamel coins
£40-60
263. A quantity of contemporary
silver set jewellery, including a blue
apatite bracelet, a pair of blue sapphire
and 9ct gold ear studs, a silver and
tanzanite bracelet, and a collection
of loose cased gem stones including
aquamarine, quartz with rutile inclusions
and others
£150-250
264. A 9ct gold shooting medal, of
shield shape, decorated with a kneeling
soldier, hallmarked to reverse, 4.7g, 4cm
x 2.7cm on a gilt metal curb link necklace,
converted from a double albert, 40cm
long
£60-80
265. An aquamarine and gold 15ct
marked necklace, the faceted circular
beads interspersed with gilt metal basket
beads and larger circular aquamarine
discs with barrel and tongue clasp
marked 15ct, 41cm, 14g
£100-150
266.

A 9ct gold flattened curb link
identity bracelet, the curved unengraved
section with chain links lacking clasp,
15.5cm, 8.3g
£100-150

267.

An opera length 9ct gold rope
twist necklace, with barrel snap clasp,
73cm, 34g
£400-600

268. A collection of 9ct gold,
including a fancy link necklace, 38cm and
a broken necklace, total weight 23.9g
£250-350
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269.

An agate and gilt metal 19th
Century oval brooch, with scroll work
mount, a gilt metal chased circular open
locket, a Chinese silver and enamel
brooch (af), a pair of stud earrings and a
part signet ring, 6.1g
£80-100

270.

A paste set base metal fringe
necklace, with open shaped chest piece,
a large modern crescent brooch, pair of
stud earrings and a leaf brooch
£60-80

271.

A collection of costume
jewellery, including a black glass and
gilt metal fringe work necklace, silver
brooches, tassel pendants, gilt sunbursts
with Tudor roses and other items, in a
black leather case
£70-100

272.

Five silver bangles, including an
amber example with floral decoration,
another in turquoise, two Middle Eastern
examples, a gentleman’s onyx dress ring,
citrine pendants and other items
£100-200

273.

A 9ct gold sapphire and
diamond cluster ring, a 9ct gold sapphire
and diamond crossover ring and a silver
gem set ring, gold rings 5.7g (3)
£100-200

274.

A continental sapphire and
diamond cluster ring, all in yellow metal
marked 750, with cabochon central
sapphire surrounded by eight cut
diamonds, ring size L, 3.5g
£150-200

275.

An Arts and Crafts silver Viking
brooch, together with a white metal
marcasite and paste Art Deco bracelet (2)
£60-80

276.

A large quantity of various early
and late 20th Century costume jewels,
including beads, brooches, simulated
pearl necklaces and bracelets etc
£40-60

277.

A pair of 18ct gold diamond set
ear studs, total diamond weight 0.40ct
£500-600

279.

A 9ct white gold diamond set
wedding and engagement ring, the
tabular cluster ring with a cushion shaped
top of nine brilliant cuts surrounded by a
lower tiered bezel of claw set diamonds,
with graduated claw set diamonds to
shoulders, together with a diamond set
wedding band, ring size O, 5.5g
£500-600

280.

An 18ct gold diamond set pear
shaped dress ring, the pave set diamonds
in a white gold setting and shank marked
750, ring size N 1/2, diamonds 0.40ct,
2.7g
£700-900

281.

A pair of continental yellow
metal clip earrings, of oval bombe shape
with stylised engraved leaf design, 3cm x
2cm x 2.5cm, 22.1g, unmarked
£500-700

282.

A small quantity of gold,
including a college charm pendant, an
onyx and marcasite brooch, a loose topaz,
and a small quantity of broken gold,
various carats, 16g in total
£300-500

283.

A pair of continental 750
marked yellow gold hoop earrings, with
sprung hinge, one af, 2.8cm diameter x
1.4cm wide, marked Italy 750 18K, 30g
£800-1000

284.

An 18ct gold pink sapphire and
baguette cut diamond dress ring, the
oval mixed cut claw set sapphire with
stepped baguette shoulders all in white
18ct gold, ring size K, 2.8g, sapphire
1.51ct
£1000-1200

285.

An 18ct white gold diamond set
circular pendant, the brilliant cuts in claw
setting marked 750 on a fine gold oval
linked 18ct gold chain, 24cm, pendant
1.8cm, 4.8g, diamond weight 0.50ct
£800-1000

286.

An 18ct gold diamond set five
stone ring, the brilliant cuts in claw
settings on a thick yellow gold 18ct gold
shank, ring size O, 4.6g, total diamond
weight 1.14ct
£1200-1400

278.

A loose oval mixed cut Ceylon
sapphire, 3.42ct
£1500-2000
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287.

An opera length freshwater
cultured pearl necklace, of various
baroque, black, silver and white pearls
all on a knotted strung necklace, 90cm
together with a silver and black pearl
necklace, the oval shaped pearls set on
an oval linked chain, 61cm (2)
£100-150

288.

A diamond and cultured pearl
necklace, the diamond sphere clasp
supporting a knotted strung string of
oval coloured pearls, in blue, grey, pink
and cream, total length 56cm, pearls
approximately 2cm x 1.5cm, the 18ct gold
clasp is set with brilliant cut diamonds
totalling 2.15ct, tongue marked 750, total
weight of necklace 198.9g
£400-600

289.

A collection of four matched
silver and silver gilt necklaces, of similar
design, with oval satin beads with wave
design united by fine silver gilt oval
chains, two measuring 35cm, one 30cm
and the other 40cm (4)
£100-150

290.

A large oval linked silver and
silver gilt paste encrusted chain bracelet,
with oval linked clasp of hinge design
marked 925, of alternating silver gilt
and silver links, 24cm, each link 2.5cm x
2.2cm, 100g
£80-100

291.

A Links of London silver charm
bracelet, decorated with buttons, polo
mallets, shells, beer tops etc, 21cm
together with a silver pearl and quartz
multi strand bracelet, 23cm, 153g total
weight (2)
£100-150

292.

A contemporary continental
18ct gold dress necklace, the oval links
alternating between flattened oval discs,
hinged clasp, 95cm, largest links 1.4cm,
93g
£3000-5000

293.

Two large strings of Baroque
pearls, one with silver heart clasp, the
other with a circular snap, together
with a string of black cultured pearls, a
large opera string and a knotted, strung
Baroque cream pearl necklace with
magnetic clasp from 38cm - 80 cm (5)
£60-80

294.

A large collection of costume
jewellery, including silver and paste set
earrings, a freshwater and paste set pearl
necklace, gilt metal belts, various clip on
earrings, and a quantity of other items
(parcel)
£100-150

295.

Four simulated pearl and base
metal opera length necklaces, three with
cream coloured pearls, and another in
black, all in Chanel boxes and bearing
oval Chanel stamp 68cm, 95cm, 95cm
and 107cm (4)
£300-400

296. A paste set Chanel logo brooch,
in blue and colourless step cut stones,
with oval mark to base, in fitted fold out
pouch and box, 5.5cm x 4cm
£150-200

302.

A rosewood jewellery box, with
a quantity of costume jewellery including
a Royal Worcester floral brooch, various
coin brooches, bracelets together with
a red leather jewellery box with gilt
metal bracelets, green plastic pendants,
turquoise necklaces etc
£80-100

303.

A quantity of costume jewellery,
including a pair of gentleman’s porcelain
cufflinks with horse head design, two
other pairs, various silver filigree items,
necklaces, coins and other items
£60-100

304.

A pair of Angela Caputi Chinese
style clip on plastic earrings, in green
fleece pouch, 12cm, together with a pair
of elephant plastic clip on simulated lapis
lazuli and jade examples, 6.5cm
£60-80

A small collection of 20th
Century military souvenir and St Johns
badges, including an enamel child’s
belt buckle and a white metal and
enamel Luzern souvenir brooch and a
scarce ENSA enamel metal badge for
the Entertainments National Services
Association 1939-1946 designed by Sir
Edwin Luchens, a Royal Ordnance silver
and enamel badge and five St Johns
examples (9)
£100-150

298.

305.

297.

A cased pair of Bottega Veneta
lady’s sunglasses, the brown frames with
gilt butterfly decoration in satin pouch
and leatherette basket effect case
£80-100

299.

An 18ct white gold three stone
diamond ring, the brilliant cuts in claw
settings all in white metal, inner shank
marked 750, diamond weight 1.58ct, ring
size N, 3.1g
£1500-2000

300.

A pair of aquamarine and
diamond white 18ct gold cluster
earrings, central oval claw set
aquamarines surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds, 1.8cm x 1.4cm, aquamarines
4.97ct, diamonds 1.50ct, 6.1g
£1000-1200

301.

A pair of contemporary Liberty
pewter ‘Tudric’ cufflinks, of Celtic design,
numbered 1040
£40-60

A white metal and paste six
pointed star brooch, with alternating
rays, an abalone shell circular brooch,
a 19th Century agate silver framed oval
brooch, a Victorian Watch and be Sober
Total Abstinence Association medal and
various other silver jewellery
£60-80

306.

A small collection of Scottish
silver jewellery, comprising a 19th
Century agate Regard oval brooch, 5cm
x 4cm, an Iona silver pin brooch with
galleon and sword by John Hart and two
thistle brooches, one lacking pin
£80-100

307.

An Art Deco white metal zircon
dress ring, the circular cut blue zircon in
a four claw clamp setting with stepped
shoulders, inner shank marked 18ct, ring
size M, 6.49ct zircon, 5g
£120-180

308.

A white metal turquoise and
coral bug brooch, marked silver to
underside, 3.2cm x 3.2cm, 8.2g
£60-80
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309. An early 20th Century white
metal and moonstone fringe necklace,
38cm
£70-100
310. An 18ct gold religious charm,
for Ricordo del Battesimo, 1.5g, a Maltese
diamond and sapphire 9ct gold cross
pendant, an Edwardian yellow metal oval
open faced locket, a heart locket and
various other yellow metal jewellery, total
weight of 9ct, 5.3g
£80-100
311. A yellow metal synthetic colour
change corundum dress ring, ring size
O 1/2, and matching stone set hanging
brooch, total weight 10g
£60-100
312. An Art Deco sapphire and
diamond three stone dress ring, the
oval mixed cut claw set sapphire flanked
by two old cut diamonds, all set in white
metal on yellow metal shank marked
18ct, ring size M, sapphire 0.84ct,
diamonds 0.20ct each, 3.7g
£150-200
313. A 22ct gold diamond set
wedding band, ring size Z, 4.9g and a
9ct gold ruby and eight cut diamond half
hoop eternity, ring size Z, 2.4g
£120-180
314. A Meiji period Japanese Amita
Damascene brooch, decorated with an
exotic bird with golden wings against a
grey ground in a shaped frame, 3.2cm
diameter
£60-80
315. An Irish Celtic George V silver
and citrine plaid brooch, dated Dublin
1912, makers JC & S, 7cm diameter, 51g
£100-120

318.

A pair of 18ct gold diamond
and cultured pearl drop clip earrings,
the large white pearls supported on
diamond encrusted mount, chain drop
and diamond stud, brilliant cut claw
set diamonds throughout, marked 750,
approximately 1ct, 3.5cm drop, pearl
1.4cm diameter, total weight 18g
£500-800

319.

A pair of 18ct white gold
continental diamond drop earrings,
marked Cion Cappa, the diamond
encrusted tear drops on oval encrusted
studs with clip backs, 4cm drop x 1.3cm,
diamond weight approximately 4ct, 17g
£500-700

320.

A pair of continental
contemporary 18ct gold diamond
encrusted clip earrings, the two colour
gold curved shaped clips with diamond
encrusted heart design, 2.5cm x 1.2cm,
total diamond weight approximately
1.10ct, 20g
£600-800

321.

A pair of continental
contemporary 18ct gold diamond and
satin finish clip earrings, of rectangular
shape with curved terminals with panel
of encrusted diamonds, 2.5cm x 1.8cm,
0.60ct diamonds, 20g
£500-700

322.

A pair of contemporary
continental yellow and white 18ct gold
diamond ear clips, of rectangular shape
with turned terminals, satin finish ground
surmounted by a yellow gold cross and
diamond encrusted bands, approximately
1.3ct, 24g, 2.5cm x 1.8cm
£600-800

323.

316. A contemporary continental
white metal and moonstone scorpion
brooch, 5.5cm and a contemporary white
metal and moonstone fringe necklace,
20cm
£60-100

A pair of Bvlgari 18ct white gold
and diamond encrusted clip earrings,
of hoop design with a chevron panel
encrusted with brilliant cut diamonds,
marked and numbered to interior,
stamped Bvlgari to clip, approximately
1.80ct diamonds, 2.8cm x 2.2cm x 0.8cm,
25g, boxed
£800-100

317.

324.

A Cartier 18ct gold love ring,
the plain flat band with stylised screw
heads, marked to inner shank Cartier 750
numbered 52833A, ring size P, 5.3g
£200-300
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A contemporary emerald and
diamond 18ct white gold three stone
ring, the circular cut emerald in four
claw setting flanked by a pair of pear cut
diamonds, emerald 1.03ct, diamonds
0.16ct, ring size J, 4g
£1500-2000

325.

A collection of jewellery boxes
and bags, including various Chanel
examples etc
£60-80

326.

A large rough massive opal
boulder, 40cm x 33cm x 25cm
£600-800

327.

A 15ct gold hollow curb linked
and bead topped bracelet, with tongue
and box clasp, marked 15c, 20cm, 14g
£300-500

328.

A pair of 19th Century Italian
diamond and pearl drop earrings, the
rough cuts in silver settings in the form
of bows and wreaths, the terminal with
suspended barrel pearl on detachable
hoop diamond and pearl loops, 4.5cm
drop x 1.3cm wide, 8.8g
£500-800

329.

A contemporary 18ct gold ruby
and diamond dress ring, the oval mixed
cut ruby in tension collar setting flanked
by two small brilliant cut diamonds in a
heavy gold shank, ring size L, ruby 1.12ct,
6.3g
£200-300

330.

An old cut diamond solitaire
platinum set engagement ring, with blue
topaz floral set shoulders, centred with
old cut claw set diamond, 0.93ct, ring size
H, 2.6g
£1200-1800

331.

A late 19th/early 20th Century
Italian gold ruby and seed pearl cross
pendant, the graduated oval half cut
pearls in beaded surround set with four
pear cut rubies on a filigree and bead
surround and bale, 4.2cm x 2.3cm, 4.2g,
some repairs
£200-300

332.

A continental 18k diamond
ring, the pear cut diamond in three claw
setting, now loose, ring size P, diamond
0.30ct, gold 1.5g
£200-300

333.

Two continental yellow metal
jewel encrusted exotic bird brooches,
set with rubies, diamonds, sapphires and
emeralds, with textured feathers and
tails, pin backs with barrel safety clasps,
6.5cm x 3.5 and 3.8cm, 38.5g (2)
£1500-2000
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334.

A Georgian garnet mourning
brooch, the circular almandine garnets
in collar settings centred around a
rectangular glazed panel, reverse
engraved WVR to CBC, 2.6cm x 2cm
£80-100

343.

335.

344.

A 19th Century gold and enamel
pearl set mourning ring, of shaped
central panel with enamel and gold
bracket shoulders on a shaped shank
having box back to underside, ring size
K, 2g, some damage to top panel and
enamel slightly af
£70-100

336.

A Georgian miniature stick pin,
the oval miniature depicting a cherub
holding a dove with quiver of arrows
slung to back within a seed pearl oval
frame, gold backing and pin, miniature
2.5cm x 1.5cm, total length 6.3cm, 2.4g,
some signs of solder to pin and back
£120-180

337.

A 9ct gold Chester Edward VII
vesta case, of rectangular form with
hinged top monogrammed initials, 5cm
x 4.5cm, marked Chester 1910, makers
mark WM, 27g
£300-500

338.

A 9ct gold cross pendant, with
engraved front, marked B&S 9ct, 2.5cm x
1.5cm, 1.2g
£30-40

339.

A 9ct gold oval linked chain,
with snap clasp, 41cm together, 8.1g
£100-120

340.

A small quantity of
miscellaneous silver and white metal,
including a Victorian bright cut napkin
ring, Birmingham 1872, a christening
bracelet, an Indian salt, silver charm
bracelet and a coin bracelet
£70-100

341.

A 9ct gold oval linked chain, and
a 9ct gold front and back heart shaped
locket, 32cm, gold chain 5.1g
£70-90

342.

An Edward VII silver and
mother of pearl pocket fruit knife,
5.3cm together with a 1914 white metal
souvenir charm and a miniature novelty
smallest dictionary in the world with
magnifying case
£50-100
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Two 9ct gold gem set rings,
comprising a three stone set with
sapphire and cubic zirconia, ring size P
and an oval cluster example, ring size N,
total weight 5.1g
£60-100
A 9ct gold GWR 15 year First Aid
and Efficiency medal, 2.5cm diameter,
5.8g on base metal chain with white
metal 20 year service baton
£80-120

345.

A 9ct gold smoky quartz dress
ring, the mixed cut in collet setting, ring
size H, 4.1g
£60-80

346.

An unsmoked London briar
straight pipe, of smooth, polished finish,
with vulcanised mouth piece, together
with a brass and steel pipe tool in the
form of a pipe
£30-50

347.

An 18ct white gold necklace and
earring set, the three strand necklace
supporting an onyx and diamond set
sphere drop with matching earrings,
necklace together to bottom of drop
26cm, earrings 4.4cm drop, 17g (3)
£80-120

348.

A zircon and diamond cluster
dress ring, the circular mixed cut blue
zircon in a four claw setting surrounded
by eight cut diamonds, in platinum
setting, on a plain band, marked to inner
shank 18ct pl, zircon 2.9ct, ring size N,
3.5g
£120-180

349.

A synthetic colour change
alexandrite, topaz and diamond
American dress ring, the central mauve
claw set stone flanked by circular cut blue
topaz with diamond set shoulders and
a diamond set gallery, all in yellow gold
marked 10k, ring size I, 4g
£80-100

350.

An Art Deco diamond, jade,
platinum and 18ct gold brooch, the
central Chinese carved green jade
oval panel encased in an oval setting
of fan design with pierced decoration
alternately set with old cut and rose cut
diamonds, marked to reverse 18ct PT,
with pin back and safety clasp, 7.5cm
long x 1.8cm wide x 1cm deep, 12.8g
£250-350

351.

A platinum and diamond three
stone ring, the brilliant cuts in bracket
setting, on a rounded platinum shank,
total diamond weight 0.48ct, ring size L,
weight 4.2g, in a Payne & Sons Oxford
box
£150-200

352.

An aquamarine gold bar brooch,
the mixed cut within a collet setting on
a tapered bar with pin and safety chain,
5cm, 3.1g
£40-60

353.

A three stone 18ct white gold
sapphire and diamond ring, circular
mixed cut in four claw setting flanked by
a pair of pear cut diamonds, sapphire
1.53ct, diamond 0.28ct, ring size L, 3.9g
£2500-3000

354.

An 18ct gold Ceylon sapphire
and diamond cluster ring, the oval mixed
cut stone in four claw setting surrounded
by brilliant cut diamonds, all claw set in
yellow gold, sapphire 2.35ct, ring size N,
5g
£1500-2000

355.

Three silver charm bracelets,
with various charms and silver and
enamel shield badges, together with a
Victorian silver marked hinged bangle,
a George V and later coin bracelet and
other charms, 282g
£100-150

356.

A large collection of silver oval
linked cufflinks, all decorated with a crest
to one side and the other engraved 25,
188g
£120-180

357.

A collection of 9ct gold,
including a four bar bracelet with padlock
clasp, two bangles, Art Nouveau style
pendant and chain with amethyst drop,
various fancy link necklaces and other
items, total weight 68g
£800-1200

358.

An 18ct gold fancy and
engraved bracelet, and a flattened curb
linked gold chain now af, 6.5g
£150-250

359.

A leatherette jewellery box,
with a quantity of various costume
jewels including a small collection of 9ct
gold paste set dress rings and eternity
examples
£60-80
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360. A 9ct gold curb linked chain
with double snap clasps, a 9ct gold
Maltese cross pendant, and a 9ct gold
wedding band, ring size K, necklace 27cm
together, 22.6g
£250-350
361. A 9ct gold charm bracelet, with
a collection of various 9ct gold charms
including a shell and pearl, a 10 bob note,
miniature pack of cards, Irish three leaf
clover and others, 30g
£400-600
362.

A citrine drop pendant and
chain, in a 9ct gold mount, the oval mixed
cut on a flattened curb link chain, 33cm
11g
£120-180

363. A cultured string of knotted
pearls, the graduated pearls united with
a white gold and diamond clasp, largest
9.4mm, smallest 5.7mm, 49cm
£120-180
364. A ruby and diamond yellow
metal three stone crossover ring, the
small circular cut stones within a knot
openwork setting, ring size Q, 3.8g
£100-150
365. A 15ct gold tourmaline and seed
pearl Art Nouveau pendant or brooch,
the cushion cut blue tourmaline within a
scrollwork seed pearl setting supporting
a rubellite oval cut drop, marked 15ct to
reverse, 5.5cm x 3cm, 7.1g
£200-300
366. A gold , garnet and pearl star
brooch, the six point star with garnet
points centred with a cluster of pearls
with central circular cut garnet and pearl
rays, 3.8cm, 7g
£120-180
367. A 22ct gold court shaped
wedding band, M 1/2, 4.8g
£120-180
368.

An opal and diamond five stone
gold dress ring, the cabochon opals
alternating with diamond chips in claw
settings, scroll gallery, ring size V, 3.7g
£150-250

369. A sapphire and diamond cluster
ring, the circular cut claw set sapphire
surrounded by old cut diamonds all in
yellow gold, diamond weight 0.47ct,
sapphire 0.87ct, ring size S, 2.4g
£200-300
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370. A 9ct gold circular brooch, of
pierced scroll design, 4.1cm diameter,
9.6g
£120-180
371.

An 18ct gold sapphire and
diamond three stone ring, the navette
shaped setting with oval mixed cut
sapphire flanked by a pair of brilliant cuts,
ring size M, 3.9g
£150-200

372.

A suite of gem set jewellery,
including a 9ct gold diamond and
sapphire brooch, a pair of diamond and
sapphire ear studs, and a paste set cluster
ring in 9ct gold, ring size M, total weight
6.8g
£120-180

373.

A 19th Century half cut pearl
ring, the seven pearls in collet settings on
a worked shank, ring size L, together with
a 9ct gold pierced wedding band with
engraved date 22nd May 1904, ring size L
and two garnet rings, 11g (4)
£150-200

374.

A collection of continental
yellow metal and gold earrings, including
a pair of filigree double gourd drops, a
pair of Canadian Maple leaf and garnet
ear studs, a pair of Maltese examples and
others, 10g
£100-150

375.

An early 20th Century 9ct gold
six bar and textured link gate bracelet,
with heart shaped padlock clasp with
engraved leaf decoration, 19cm x 1.4cm,
10.3g
£150-250

376.

A gentleman’s rectangular curb
linked 9ct gold bracelet, with box and
tongue clasp, 21cm, 32g (having extra
broken link)
£400-600

377.

A lady’s 9ct gold curb linked
bracelet, with snap clasp, marked 9kt
Italy and hallmarked, 21cm, 14.8g
£200-300

378.

An 18ct yellow and white gold
set sapphire and diamond two step
cluster ring, with oval claw set central
sapphire surrounded by two rows of
brilliant cut diamonds in rubbed over
settings on a basket mount and gold
shank, sapphire 2.53ct
£4000-5000

379.

A ruby and diamond step cut
ring, the four claw oval mixed cut ruby
with baguette cut stepped shoulders,
hallmarked 18ct gold to inner shank, ruby
3.01ct, ring size K, 3.4g
£2000-2500
380. A certificated diamond solitaire,
the platinum band and mount with a
round brilliant cut diamond weighing
0.70ct, G colour, SI1, ring size L 1/2, 5.6g,
with IGL certificate
£2000-2500

381.

A pair of 9ct gold oval linked
and engraved cufflinks, 4.8g, a mother
of pearl and silver Victorian fruit knife,
a horn and mother of pearl and metal
inlaid snuff box, open faced Waltham
pocket watch, various wristwatches and
costume jewellery
£80-120

382.

Three shell cameos, two
pendants mounted in 9ct gold and
another oval brooch in pinchbeck, total
weight 9.6g
£80-100

383.

A 19th Century Jasperware
plaque and yellow gold mounted brooch,
circular plaque with relief decoration of
two male mourners by a grave within
a rope twist circular mount, pin back,
2.7cm diameter, gold 4.6g, total weight
8.7g, mount needs attention
£80-100

384.

A five stone sapphire and
diamond 9ct gold ring, with scroll gallery,
ring size Q, 2.1g together with a synthetic
colour change corundum 9ct gold dress
ring, ring size M, 6.2g (2)
£80-100

385.

An 18ct gold emerald and
diamond half hoop dress ring, the five
mixed marquise cut emeralds alternately
set by two pairs of brilliant cut diamonds
all in yellow 18ct gold, ring size N, 3.8g
£120-180

386.

Three cased sets of dress
buttons, one with mother of pearl back,
all gold (3)
£80-100

387.

A small quantity of
miscellaneous jewellery, including a gilt
metal circular locket, a broken 9ct gold
chain, two heart shaped lockets and
various other items
£60-100
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388.

A string of Baltic amber knotted
beads, a string of French jet beads,
paste set necklace, gilt metal bangle and
various other items
£40-60

389.

A collection of base metal
enamel and stone set craft made
jewellery, including a cats eye moonstone
signet ring, five gem set dress rings, a
gilt metal dragon brooch, five pairs of
earrings, two snake rings and a dragon
ring and various other items
£70-100

390.

A collection of gentleman’s
jewellery, including gold fronted silver
backed cufflinks, a quantity of stick pins
including a turquoise and gold mounted
example, cased and various other items,
total weight of gold items including
stones and steel pins 20g
£200-300

391.

An amethyst and gold Victorian
brooch, an agate and gold oval brooch, a
9ct gold oval open front and back locket,
gold fronted oval brooch and an amethyst
and seed pearl bar brooch (cased)
£150-200

392.

A collection of silver and gem
set dress rings, including onyx, amber,
cornelian and paste (21)
£80-100

393.

A Victorian amethyst, pinchbeck
and human hair bracelet, the large oval
amethyst in collared setting on a knot
openwork mount with an expanding hair
bracelet, also in the lot, a yellow metal,
sardonyx and blood stone swivel seal
£80-100

394.

A quantity of silver jewellery,
including a filigree edelweiss flower
brooch, a simulated lapis lazuli and
marcasite Art Deco style brooch, three
bangles, various earrings, pendants and
other items
£120-180

395.

A 9ct gold and cubic zirconia
dress ring, ring size N, 5.1g together with
a 14ct citrine and topaz crossover scroll
dress ring, ring size O, 8.4g (2)
£150-200

396.

A Chinese oval jade and gold
signet ring, with scrollwork decoration,
ring size L, 4.3g together with a 9ct gold
peridot cluster ring, 7.5g (2)
£150-250
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397.

A 9ct gold and garnet bug
brooch, the abdomen and body with
faceted pear and oval almandine garnets
marked to underside, 2.6cm x 2cm, 4g
together with a 15ct gold diamond,
sapphire and pearl scroll brooch, the
faceted claw set stones with cultured
pearl and a metal pin, marked 15 to
reverse, 4.5cm, 4g
£200-300

398.

A 19th Century garnet ring, the
cushion cut stone within a leaf and scroll
mount, ring size T, together with another
garnet and seed pearl ring, (af) and four
contemporary garnet dress rings, 17g (6)
£200-300

399.

An 18ct gold diamond drop
pendant, all in yellow metal, 23cm
together with a white 9ct gold drop
pendant, 24cm, 4.2g (2)
£80-100

400.

A continental amethyst and
seed pearl yellow metal dress ring, the
circular cabochon amethyst surrounded
by half cut pearls within a circular pierced
and scroll mount and shank, ring size K,
indistinct marks, 10g
£150-200

401.

An 18ct gold fancy baguette cut
diamond solitaire, and two colour 18ct
gold wedding band, diamond 0.33ct, both
ring size L 1/2, total weight 5.5g (2)
£150-200

402.

A sterling silver marked
paste set heart and bow brooch, the
chequered board green and colourless
pave set heart supported by a sterling
marked bow, 4cm x 3.5cm, marked 925,
10.9g
£50-80

403.

A cased set of mother of pearl
and gold buttons, in a green leather case
by Terry & Company, together with a
pair of mother of pearl and base metal
Chinese cufflinks and a pair of Chinese
character marked buttons
£60-80

404.

A small quantity of various
costume jewellery, including a Chinese
cinnabar lacquer silver mounted brooch,
a Chinese silver brooch converted from
a button, a silver and gold medallion,
mother of pearl Art Deco style brooch,
various Deco costume jewellery and
other items
£80-100

405.

A Georg Jensen silver fish and
bulrush brooch, number 257, designed
by Arno Malinowski 1933-4, of triangular
shape, 4cm, in original retailers box with
label for Batty Jewellers Manchester
£120-180

406.

A Georg Jensen silver bird
and barley brooch, number 250, by
Arno Malinowski circa 1945, marked to
reverse, 4cm square, in original retailers
box with Batty label
£120-180

407.

An Art Deco diamond, enamel
and gold initial bracelet, the diamond
encrusted D within a white enamel and
gold frame on a black silk cord with a gold
clasp, within a grey box
£100-200

408.

An opera length string of
uniform oval butterscotch amber beads,
88cm long together, 9.5mm diameter, 51g
£200-300

409.

An 18ct gold diamond cluster
pendant, the central claw set brilliant cut
diamond on a domed encrusted pendant,
1cm diameter on an oval linked chain,
20.5cm together, diamonds 0.54ct, 4.5g
£1500-2000

410.

A pair of stud diamond earrings,
in yellow metal claw mounts, posts
marked 750, diamond weight 1.01ct
£2000-2500

411.

A pair of 18k white gold
emerald cut diamond and brilliant cut
ear studs, the central stones with yellow
gold tipped claws, surrounded by a bezel
of brilliant cut diamonds, post backs,
diamonds 1.12ct, emerald cuts have a
WGI Certificate stating they are together
0.92ct, colour grade G and VS2
£3000-3200

412.

An early 20th Century white
metal, mother of pearl and turquoise
belt buckle, with Tunisian marks to clasp
dating it to 1900, the floral pierced design
with rubbed over engraved turquoise
mounts, 10cm x 5cm, strike marks to
clasp
£60-80

413.

A pair of diamond stud earrings,
the brilliant cuts in white claw setting
on yellow screw backs with screw off
butterflies, backs marked 750, with an
NAG certificate, diamond weight 1.40ct
£2000-3000
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414. A Liberty & Co Cymric Edward
VII Art Nouveau belt buckle, the
planished sinuous sides supporting a
plain rectangle centred with a mother
of pearl oval, marked to reverse L & Co
Birmingham 1902 and stamped 101,
11cm x 6.5cm
£400-600
415.

An Arts and Crafts silver and
gem set arm bangle, of pierced floral
and scroll design, set with two green
chrysoprase, one cabochon the other of
rectangular polished form, flanked by
square and rectangular cut rock crystal
and blister pearls, attributed to Mary
Thew, interior measurement 7cm x 7.2cm
x 1.3cm
£200-300

416. An Arts and Crafts silver and
gem set floral brooch, set with two oval
cabochons of Baltic amber, blue jasper
and carnelian, turquoise and three
polished black opals in the form of a fruit
bearing branch, attributed to Mary Thew,
having pin but lacking clasp, 7.8cm x 4cm
£250-350
417. An Arts and Crafts gem set
choker necklace, the stylised circular
floral rubellite set links alternating
between curved rectangular aquamarine
and moonstone on a double chain clasp,
33cm long
£200-300
418. An Arts and Crafts moonstone
and chalcedony floral pendant and
chain, the silver mount set with cabochon
polished beads within a wirework and
floral design, attributed to Mary Thew,
together 27cm long
£200-300
419. An Arts and Crafts silver
moonstone and chalcedony wreath
brooch, of circular form, attributed to
Mary Thew, 4.2cm x 4.5cm
£150-200
420. An Arts and Crafts silver and
gold moonstone set signet ring, the
cabochon oval moonstone within a
navette shaped setting with leaf and
bead intertwined shoulders on a double
banded shank, ring size H
£150-200
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421.

An Arts and Crafts silver Paua
Shell and green and blue chalcedony and
chrysoprase cabochon mounted brooch,
within a grape and vine border of oval
form with pin back, attributed to Mary
Thew, 8cm x 7cm
£300-500

430.

422.

431.

A contemporary amethyst and
blister pearl Arts and Crafts style silver
necklace and pendant, the oval amethyst
drop within a floral blister pearl setting,
faceted stones and stylised flower head
links to necklace, 22.5cm total
£80-100

A coral and paste set silver
necklace, marked 935, a simulated pearl
necklace with paste set clasp, a silver set
cameo ring, three gilt metal and glass
claw shaped buttons, and a base metal
oval locket
£60-80
Three gold brooches, two 15ct
gold examples, one of flattened curb
link, the other set with sapphires and
diamonds, a 9ct gold bar and a double gilt
metal circular locket, gold 10g (4)
£200-300

432.

A 19th Century gilt metal
bloodstone and sardonyx swivel seal,
one panel cracked, together with a
novelty gilt metal seal of a tree and bird
with the sardonyx intaglio Tho Absent not
Forgotten on a black silk cord
£50-80

An 18ct gold chrysobel, cats
eye and diamond cluster ring, the
central green stone with white cats
eye surrounded by a bezel of old cut
diamonds in claw settings on a pierced
gallery and yellow gold shank, total
diamond weight 0.80ct, ring size G, 4.2g
£600-800

424.

433.

423.

Three Art Deco silver brooches,
including a ladybird marcasite and glass
example, 2.5cm x 2cm and two butterfly
wing silver mounted examples (3)
£60-80

425.

A 9ct opal three bar bracelet,
with box clasp and tongue, with safety
chain, 20cm, 16g
£200-300

426.

A 19th Century seed pearl and
enamel mourning brooch, marked 15ct,
and another yellow metal and seed pearl
mourning brooch, 7.9g
£120-180

427.

An 18ct gold double albert
watch chain, or necklace with curb links
and removable T bar, snap clasp, 41cm,
38g
£1000-1200

428.

A ruby set 15ct gold heart
shaped locket brooch, with central gypsy
set ruby, opening to reveal two open
sections, marked to bale 15 0.625, with
bale 2.5cm x 1.5cm, 3.3g
£150-250

429.

An 18ct gold curb linked
necklace, supporting a 19th Century
chased work circular double open
faced locket, with over painted portrait
photograph, 25cm together including
pendant, 18ct gold 21g
£500-700

An 18ct gold ruby and diamond
five stone ring, the three circular cut
rubies with two old cut diamonds all in
18ct gold claws and shank with Chester
hallmarks, ring size L 1/2, 3.7g
£500-700

434.

A continental white gold and
diamond encrusted curb linked bracelet,
the diamond links each encrusted with
claw set brilliant cut diamonds, 19cm
long, 1.2cm wide, 55g
£1500-2500

435.

A silver gilt long necklace, set
with blister pearls, enamel beads and
treated jade, 55cm
£100-200

436.

Two opera length uniform
knotted strings of cultured pearls, one in
black, 74cm, the other in cream, 71cm,
pearls between 6.3mm and 6.5mm
£200-300

437.

An 18ct white gold and
diamond tennis bracelet, the thirty five
brilliant cuts in rubbed over settings, each
0.16ct, total diamond weight 5.6ct, 21cm,
28g
£1000-1200

438.

A diamond baguette cut 18ct
gold tennis bracelet, the fifty eight claw
set emerald cut stones in an articulated
setting, with tongue and box clasp and
safety chain, hallmarked to clasp, total
diamond weight 18.97ct, 19cm, 31g
(With IDRC Valuation/Certificate)
£8000-10000
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439.

An 18ct gold clip earring,
marked 750 in yellow gold, 7.6g
£150-200

440.

A pair of continental 18ct gold
diamond encrusted clip earrings, the
hinged stylised flower head encrusted clip
supporting an articulated, shaped drop
encrusted with brilliant cut diamonds,
approximate diamond weight 2.4ct, 4cm
x 2.8cm, marked 750, 32g
£800-1000

441.

A pair of 18ct gold rectangular
and chain linked cufflinks, with engraved
initials, 10.2g, and a collection of 9ct gold
cufflinks and a cased set of studs, 13.2g
£350-450

442.

An 18ct gold diamond set
necklace, the brilliant cuts in disc settings
spaced with long oval linked chains, 4.2g,
55cm long, supporting an 18ct gold and
zircon drop pendant, 2.2g
£200-300

443.

An 18ct gold diamond tennis
bracelet, the claw set brilliant cuts
united by a box and tongue clasp, each
diamond approximately 0.50ct - 0.63ct,
total diamond weight approximately 16ct,
22.6g, 19cm long
£6000-8000

444.

An 18ct two gold coloured
oval necklace and bracelet, of similar
design by Mattioli of Italy, bracelet 19cm,
necklace 47cm, the two of metamorphic
design enabling one longer necklace,
total weight 83g
£1800-2000

445.

An 18ct gold flattened curb
linked necklace, with snap clasp marked
750, 64cm long x 0.5cm wide, 55g
£1000-1500

446.

A continental 18ct gold oval
linked bracelet, by Chiampesan Vettori,
with a barrel snap clasp and onyx button,
of large oval links, 24cm, 59.9g
£1500-2000

447.

A De Beers Allegria diamond
and platinum full eternity ring, each oval
cuts 0.46ct in claw setting, total diamond
weight 6.24ct, ring size M, 11.7g with De
Beers Passport
£2500-3000
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448. A diamond pendant and chain,
the brilliant cut in four claw setting
surrounded by a bezel of smaller brilliant
cuts, supported on a fetter linked white
gold chain marked 750, central diamond
0.75ct, 21cm, 6.5g
£700-900
449.

A Gucci 18ct white gold and
diamond set wedding band, of boul
shape, icon model, ring size H, 7.7g, with
internal spacer
£200-400

450.

A continental 10k gold synthetic
moissanite dress ring, the baguette cut
stone in four claw setting with baguette
cut shoulders all in white gold marked
10K DES to inner shank, ring size O, 12g
£200-400

451.

A silver and paste set tennis
bracelet, 21cm, 13g
£50-100

452.

An 18ct white gold diamond set
tennis bracelet, the flattened curb links
each set with claw set brilliant cuts united
by a box clasp with safety clasp, total
diamond weight 12.84ct, 19cm, 38g
£1800-2000

453.

A pair of continental 18ct
yellow gold mabe pearl set ear clips, in
cream and black, surrounded in a gold
textured wreath, 2.5cm, 29g
£500-800

454.

A gold Hebrew Shalom pendant,
14k, 1.9g, together with a gold rope twist
band, ring size K, 2.7g, an elephant silver
charm and a nephrite band, ring size M
(4)
£60-80

455.

An 18ct white gold diamond
bracelet, the circular flower head links set
with brilliant cut diamonds, 19cm long,
total diamond weight 0.90ct, 21g
£1000-1200

456.

A pair of continental 18ct
yellow gold mabe pearl and diamond
set ear clips, in cream and black, with
brilliant cuts to bezel, 2.1cm diameter,
diamond weight approximately 0.90ct,
16g, boxed
£500-800

457.

A Bvlgari 18ct gold diamond
buckle ring, the brilliant cuts in claw
settings, ring size I, diamond weight
0.72ct, 7.2g, boxed
£1000-1200

458.

A pair of pearl and diamond
earrings, the pave set diamond clips with
brilliant cuts weighing approximately
1.24ct supporting a shaped Australian
South Sea white pearl and the other
a fine Tahitian black pearl, 3.5cm
drop, pearls 1.6cm x 1.4cm,15g, with
accompanying letter from Matt Aminoff
£400-600

459.

An 18ct gold lady’s signet ring,
with fleur de lys and leopard head, ring
size M, 12g together with a gentleman’s
base metal ring, ring size T (2)
£300-500

460.

A sapphire and diamond 18ct
gold and platinum set cluster ring, the
oval claw set sapphire surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds, total diamond
weight 1.2ct, sapphire 1.42ct, ring size N,
4.8g
£500-700

461.

An 18ct gold synthetic
moissanite dress ring, brilliant cut and
claw set, ring size O, 10g
£400-500

462.

An 18ct gold Fred of Paris
buckle ring, diamond encrusted on a
plain white gold shank marked Fred,
ring size I, approximate diamond weight
1.20ct, 8g, boxed, rubber of box is
perishing
£800-1000

463.

A pair of continental 18ct gold
diamond ear clips of curved design, set
with baguettes and brilliant cuts in seven
alternating bands, approximately 3.48ct,
2.5cm x 1.8cm, 14g
£600-800

464.

A contemporary silver paste set
ring by Edmondo, ring size N and a pair of
paste ear clips
£50-100

465.

A continental 18ct white gold
diamond signet ring, in white and black
diamonds, ring size J, 6.3g
£300-500
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466. A pair of Fred of Paris Force 10
18ct gold two colour gold ear clips, of
rope twist design, 3cm x 2.2cm, 30g
£700-900
467. A pair of 18ct gold sapphire
knot ear clips, the central sapphire
cluster surrounded in a textured knot,
marked 750 to reverse, 2.6cm diameter,
13.6g
£300-500
468. An 18ct gold and mother of
pearl Alhambra style necklace, marked
750 to clasp, 48cm together, 37g
£600-800
469. An 18ct gold two colour gold
bracelet by Fope, of cylindrical chain
metal style links with barrel and baton
clasp, 21cm, 40g
£800-1000
470. An 18ct gold continental
stylised rope twist necklace, 41cm, 63g
£1200-1500
471.

A continental two coloured
stylised rope twist bracelet, marked 18K
750 Italy, in textured yellow gold and
polished white gold, with tongue and box
clasp with safety chain, 21cm, 87g
£1700-1900

472. An 18ct white gold diamond set
Greek key style dress ring, ring size M,
total diamond weight 0.64ct, 1.4cm wide,
9.6g
£200-300

477.

An 18ct gold synthetic
moissanite dress ring, ring size M 1/2,
together with a pair of ear clips in silver
and an 18ct gold zircon pendant, 13g
£150-200

479.

A pair of diamond and baroque
pearl ear clips, the barrel shaped pearls
set with a diamond pave set panel,
unmarked, pearls 1.4cm diameter, 15g
£300-500

480.

A continental 18ct gold Fope
necklace, of cylindrical chain mail style
links with bayonet and push button clasp
marked Fope 750, 46cm, 79g
£1500-2000

481.

An 18ct yellow gold stylised
rope twist bracelet, with box and tongue
clasp marked 750, 20cm, 55g
£1000-1200

482.

A sapphire and diamond bar
brooch, centred with oval claw set
sapphire surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds having brilliant cuts to either
end of the bar, 6cm, sapphire 1.6ct,
diamonds 2.16ct, 7.7g
£1000-1500

483.

474.

484.

475. A silver mounted paste heart
pendant, and silver chain, 22cm
£40-60
476.

A Cartier style three colour gold
dress ring, set with eight cut diamonds,
ring size M, 6.2g
£120-180
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A pair of continental 18ct two
coloured gold buckle shaped ear clips,
the brilliant cut diamonds in a pave
setting surrounded in yellow gold, 2.4cm
x 1.7cm, approximate diamond weight
1ct, 22g
£500-700

A continental white 18ct gold
diamond bombe shaped ring, brilliant
cuts in raised pave setting, approximately
1.6ct, ring size I, 7.2g, cased
£500-700

A pair of Italian 18ct gold grey
Tahitian pearl and diamond ear clips,
of curved shape with pave set brilliant
cut diamonds in white gold surmounted
with a grey pearl, pearl 1.1cm diameter,
diamond weight 2.10ct, 17g, in a fitted
Italian velvet box
£500-700

A 9ct gold cultured pearl floral
style brooch, 5.6cm x 2cm, 6.7g
£60-80

478.

A pair of 18ct yellow gold
circular linked textured ear clips, marked
750 to clips, 3.6cm x 2.4cm, 16.4g
£350-400

473.

487.

A continental 18ct yellow gold
Fope bracelet, with bead chain metal
links with a bayonet and slide clasp,
21cm, 44g
£800-1000

485.

A continental 18ct gold and
pave set diamond full eternity band,
marked to side of shank 750, ring size M
1/2, 1cm wide, 6.5g
£400-600

486.

Two pairs of circular cut claw
set paste set earrings
£50-100
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